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Outstanding HF Power Amplifiers
- we are Acom specialists!
Acom 1200S
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• Covers 1.8-54 MHz
• RF sensing for auto band NEW
changing or CAT interface
for full rig control.
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tuner/Antenna switch
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SPRING CLEAN! Save up to 15% on these antennas
Big IR Mk IV Vertical
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• 40m-6m continuous coverage
• Length: 10.05m
• Power: 3kW
• SDA 100 controller included
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Dipole ......................(20 – 6m) with controller...£1099.95.....£935
DB-18E Yagi.............(40 – 6m) 3 loops..............£3924.95...£3335
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DB-42 Monster IR...(40 – 6m) ..........................£7249.95...£6160

Large range of spare parts in stock

Offer only applies to Antennas
in stock
FIRST COME FIRST SERVED

• 20m-6m 2 element beam, 40/30m rotary dipole
• Small footprint: 15.5ft turning radius, 4ft boom
• Supplied with the SDA-100 controller
• 180-degree direction change, bi-directional mode
• Full element retraction for stormy weather
Urban Beam – SDA100 .....................£1999 Price £1699
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EDITORIAL
DENNIS ANDREWS, F5VHY
As I am writing this Editorial, the VP8PJ guys are
just beginning to pack their bags and thinking about
the return journey home from South Orkney.
Although band conditions have not been at their
best and they have had to contend with antenna
problems brought on by stormy weather, feedback
on their operations has been generally positive.
Most of us seem to have been able to tick off
needed band/mode slots. They have been relatively
easy to work on the three LF bands where their
electrically quiet location meant that they were always hearing well. Their final total
of over 83k QSOs is very impressive especially when you take into consideration the
poor conditions on the higher bands.
At the same time as chasing VP8 spots, there seems to have been plenty of other
DX around – D68CCC, TI9A, HU1DL, TO7DL (FR7), 9J2LA – doing brisk business on
160m and E44CC to name a few. But what of the future? The ongoing health scare is
putting many of the planned DXpeditions for 2020 in doubt with T30ET and Swains
Island already postponed and maybe cancelled casting something of a shadow over
DXing plans for the year.
In this Digest you will find the first of two articles covering the latest exploits of
the Russian Robinson Club in the far Eastern islands of the Russian Arctic. I took the
time to refresh my knowledge of this interesting group. It was formed in 1993 with
the aim of supporting activity from the large numbers of remote IOTA spots across
the Northern and Eastern fringes of Russia and callsigns with the “RRC” suffix have
long been familiar on the bands.
In more recent years, they have activated a number of IOTA spots further afield
such as C96RRC, EP6RRC and XR0ZRC – visiting for the first time Juan Fernandez that,
under its popular name of “Robinson Crusoe Island” inspired the title of the Club.
Their operations are particularly impressive and the full story makes an interesting
read at http://www.rdxc.org/RRC/club_e.htm with a video recording the history of
early expeditions at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PXMAKLPJcio .
I think you will also enjoy the report of the VU7RI trip to Larshadweep by a group
of VU guys led by Shabu, M0RRI. This was not a high budget DXpedition of the type
requiring expensive transport and pre-shipped large containers of equipment. Even
so, they had considerable bureaucratic hurdles to overcome to get on the air from
what is often a difficult spot to activate.
With the LF bands sinking back into their summer lethargy and solar flux
continuing at an all-time low, we may be in for some quiet months on the bands.
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TRANSMISSION LINES
CHRIS DUCKLING, G3SVL
Your Committee has been busy organising three up-coming
events: The Norbreck (Blackpool) Rally which occurs on 26th
April; the CDXC Convention, AGM and Dinner on 2nd May and
our stand at the Friedrichshafen Hamfest 26th – 28th June. It
will be our first time in Blackpool and we hope to see as many
of our Northern UK members as possible there.
The CDXC Convention is all sorted now with a terrific talks
programme, a partners programme for the Saturday
afternoon and the raffle – for which prizes will be announced nearer the time. Then
to top it all off we have the three-course dinner and plenty of time to ragchew. Quite
a few members are staying at the Link on Friday evening too, so do think about that,
or drop by if you are local.
Our stand at Friedrichshafen will be in the DX Plaza area. This was the brainchild
of Stephan, HB9DDO of the Swiss DX Foundation (and a CDXC member) and was such
a success last year that we have joined in for 2020. We will be asking for volunteers
nearer the time to allow the Committee to look around the show. There will be, of
course, our usual CDXC meet-up in the beer garden at noon on the Friday of the
show.
Elsewhere in this edition you will see articles about the recent and forthcoming
DXpeditions and I have certainly enjoyed filling some low-band slots with the
excellent operations in the first couple of months of the year. But I also enjoyed
working some of the not-so-rare DXCCs that popped up in CQ160 and those warming
up for the ARRL CW contest. That set me pondering what we mean by ‘DX’. Of course
the standard definition is ‘long distance’ and perhaps the most asked question from
those seeing my antennas or station is ‘how far can you get?’ That is usually a lead in
to explaining that long distance on one frequency is easier than on another; it’s not
just about distance. My usual example is Navassa, not far away for us in Europe or
North America but boy did we want it when K1N hit the bands! So DX is rarity as well
as distance, but is it also difficulty? TI9A on Isla del Coco was a good signal on the low
bands and gave many new slots there, but was not difficult on 20m; I certainly
considered my low band QSOs DX. So perhaps finally DX is related to your own
station, ability and circumstances. Maybe DX is simply what you make it.
In his January 2020 Digest Data Column, Roger, G3LDI quoted a section from
CDXC’s report to the RSGB Spectrum Forum. He asked if members shared the opinion
that WSJTx modes have all but killed off the use of RTTY by DXpeditions. I’d like to
clarify that this was not my, or the Committee’s, opinion – it was a statement of fact.
I was not in any way suggesting I liked, supported or encouraged the demise of RTTY
use by DXpeditions, just that it seems the way things are going. That said, I had a wry
smile when Steve, NN4T posted on the Top Band Reflector [in support of FT8]:
“Spend a few moments reading On the Origin of Species. Then either get busy
evolving or go extinct”.
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Returning to the CDXC Convention, a few years ago we introduced an open
discussion immediately after the AGM to allow discussions on general topics that
members wish to raise or that they think your Committee should be considering. I
plan to do the same on May 2nd and ask if you have any thoughts that you e-mail
them to any Committee Member so we can pull a list together.
73 and Good DX (however you define it!).

NEW MEMBERS
TONY BETTLEY, G4LDL
CDXC offers a warm welcome to the following new members:
Callsign

Name

QTH

IU1FID

Fabio Piumetti

Rapallo

G3OQT

Richard McLachlan

Ashbourne

M0BEW

Tim Elwell

Kidderminster

M0XTG

Chris Day

Ramsey, Cambs.

We regret to record the passing of the following CDXC member
Denis Spooner, G3WDS
Our thoughts are with the family and loved ones
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AROUND THE BANDS
DON FIELD G3XTT
I’ve been out and about recently to give two club talks, one
at Taunton and one at Weston-super-Mare. There were, I’m
delighted to say, several CDXC members at both. I’m enjoying
meeting some of the DXers down here in the south-west. I
also, as those of you who read PW will know, went along to a
talk at the North Sedgemoor Local History Group (life is
exciting in this part of the world!). It was given by Larry
Bennett G4HLN and covered the history of Portishead Radio.
Many members will recall the days of the Post Office Maritime
stations, of which Portishead was probably one of the best
known. Many of us took our Morse tests at one of them
(Ilfracombe Radio in my case). A number of the past employees of Portishead (it
closed some yeas ago, when INMARSAT became ubiquitous) were at the talk and, as
you’d expect, quite a few of them hold amateur radio licences. Most also served at
sea at some stage in their careers and all are, of course, exceptional Morse operators.
Recent Radio Activities
As far as on-air activity goes, the year seems to have started well. I haven’t been
chasing all the DX although I ended up with stuff like TI9A and HU1DL on 160, 80 and
40, along with a bunch of other stuff on the low bands. ZC4UW in January seemed to
have struggled more than we did at ZC4A exactly two years ago – a sign of the poor
band conditions, I guess. The E44CC
guys seem to have had trouble
hearing – high noise level at their end
as I understand it. There have been
several others since my last column –
the 5I (Tanzania) trip, for example. I
also made an effort to work
TI7/G3WPH on 160 – Mike and John
G4IRN joined Lee KY7M and station
owner Kamal N3KS for a multi-op
effort in the ARRL CW Contest.
However, their travel plans didn’t
exactly go as expected, with two
flights being cancelled due to the high
Mike/G3WPH and Lee/KY7M opertate TI7W.
winds.
[Phote G4IRN]

Apropos of which, storms Ciara
and Dennis had quite an impact on the UK generally, as we know from the news, but
also on amateur radio activities, with several members suffering antenna damage
and others being temporarily QRT through having wound down their antennas.

As I write this, the VP8PJ (South Orkney) guys have arrived and the first stations
appear to be active. But we also hear that Swains has been postponed until the
autumn because of quarantine restrictions relating to the Coronavirus outbreak. This
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one has certainly put a stop to quite a bit of international travel – I ran into Phil
G3SWH at one of those talks I mentioned earlier, when he and Jan should have still
been on their cruise in South-East Asia. However, they were flown home early
because none of the scheduled ports would take them! I wonder if the restrictions
will affect other forthcoming DXpeditions.
Band Conditions
Going back to January again,
although I have seen a number of
complaints about recent band
conditions, Top Band was in sparkling
form for CQWW 160 CW. For various
reasons I didn’t manage to get an
antenna up and working until just after
dusk on the Saturday so I missed a
whole night of operation but still
managed 900+ QSOs. The leaders
(including several of our UK members)
made very high totals indeed, with
plenty of DX in the mix. North America
and the Caribbean were very much in
evidence. In contrast, as I write this,
during the first night of the Phone leg
of the same contest even VY2ZM was
only about S7, while other North
American stations were barely audible
(with me at least) and the only
Caribbean I heard (and definitely didn’t
work!) was ZF2AM. Fortunately the
second night turned out better for me,
Verticals at G3XTT
with KP4KE, ZF5T and PJ4G in the log
and some nice gotaways, heard but not worked, including WA6TQT (CA), PP5JR and
TO3Z. Incidentally, having not played in this one for a number of years, I was
surprised to find contest activity right up the band. Even though my inverted-L is
relatively low Q (poor efficiency due to lack of radials!), I can’t go above about
1930kHz without a tuner in circuit and my IC-7300 still isn’t very happy about it. So,
for night two I had to shorten the antenna by about 4ft and then couldn’t operate at
the lower end!
The ARRL CW Contest weekend, though, seems to have demonstrated what
current band conditions are typically about. All bands 20m and down were buzzing
and Jamie M0SDV, operating from the M6T station, put in a resounding score – a
great effort. However, the numbers are telling. Out of 3196 QSOs, only 191 were on
15m and none on 10m. I won’t dwell on the forecasts for the next cycle – there are
still as many as there are pundits! I made a modest single-band effort on 40m and
found the band in good shape, my only problem on the first night being that I really
couldn’t find a clear frequency on which to call CQ.
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What these events do seem to demonstrate is that non-WSJT QSOs are still
perfectly possible but it seems to take a contest to bring people out of the woodwork
and retake some manual control of their computers!
For my own part, having now made something like 3,000 QSOs from the new QTH
(mostly in contests), I’m starting to get a feel for how things are. I have no plans to
put up a tower and beam – there isn’t much that I still need on the higher bands in
any case. But the LF bands seem to be going well using verticals (I tried a twoelement vertical array for 40m in the ARRL CW event). The damp, peaty soil seems to
be much better for this type of antenna than the chalk and gravel of the last QTH and
reminds me more of how things were when we lived near Cambridge, with clay
subsoil that seemed to retain plenty of moisture throughout the year.
Still to Come
The Rebel group are still making noises about another try at Bouvet although I’m
not holding my breath. Meanwhile they apparently have their eyes on Tuvalu (T2).
But we’re hearing about some potentially interesting ones such as an all-Indian
expedition to the Andamans in late March, several IOTA DXpeditions to new, rare or
reasonably rare islands (XR8RRC/P to SA-091 and R207RRC to AS-207, for example),
together with TU2R, T30ET and a few others. As always, keep an eye on the usual
sources of DX information. The free ones are the OPDX and 425 bulletins and Col
MM0NDX’s DX World website. Personally, I continue to rely primarily on Bernie
W3UR’s Daily DX, if only because it’s daily and he seems to be the first with the news
most of the time (though Col is also pretty quick and gets some nice photos too).
Remote Operation
Remote operation remains a red rag to a bull as far as some of our membership
are concerned, understandably so, perhaps. The rules around it vary from jurisdiction
to jurisdiction, from awards programme to awards programme and from contest to
contest – there is simply no ‘standard’ to which any operator can adhere. But it’s
becoming more and more prevalent. I hadn’t realised, for example, that the HH2AA
station, on in many contests, is usually operated remotely (see their qrz.com page).
And while 4U1UN is back on the air, to the relief of many chasers, it too is normally
being operated from a different DXCC entity. To work HH2AA your RF needs to travel
to and from Haiti and to work 4U1UN it needs to travel to and from the UN building
in New York so you may not be concerned about where the operator(s) are. VY2TT is
another example, operated from California I believe, most times it’s on. There are
plenty more, I feel sure. My own interest is largely in knowing where my RF is going –
that great feeling when, for example, as happened after an hour of intermittent
shouting on the second night of the CQWW 160 SSB contest, when PJ4G finally came
back to me. In that case, I imagine the operator was on the island but, in a sense, I’m
not bothered. My RF made it to Bonaire on 160m SSB and I heard the PJ4G signal
come back to me.
The biggest concern with remote operation, as Tom GM4FDM has articulated on
the CDXC reflector, is when there is cheating – someone using a remote receiver,
breaking the relevant licensing rules, etc. But I tend to agree with our Chairman
G3SVL who posted that for DXCC chasing, for most of us it’s about personal
satisfaction, making the achievement against our personal goals and circumstances
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(though look at the guys at the top of the 6m and 160m DXCC standings and you may
feel differently). In contests, though, it is harder to accept because it penalises those
who stuck to the rules and would have done better if they hadn’t been pushed down
the results by someone not playing the game. Of course, playing the game in contests
isn’t just about following the rules on remote operation. There have been instances
of single-ops actually having on-site help (for example, to keep the station going
while they sleep), padding of logs (thankfully much less prevalent with today’s
computer checking), claiming unassisted while using the Cluster or RBN or maybe
entering a low power category while using a linear (we had a classic example of this
when I was running the IOTA contest – one group sent in a photo of their – very
successful – 100W station but some months later a friend of mine found the original,
uncropped photo on the internet, with the big linear very conspicuous!).
The Internet has, of course, changed our hobby in many ways over the years. It
seems odd now to recall the heated debate about whether we should connect the UK
Cluster network (using a backbone on 23 and 70cm) by private circuit to the USA so
we could link to their Clusters too. I don’t think I know of anyone now who would
argue that the Cluster network should rely only on amateur radio links. As with any
technology, it’s not the technology itself that is good or bad, it’s the way we choose
to use it. For we oldies, many of us enjoy old-style DXing and contesting even if we
are happy to buy the latest radios. For many youngsters in the hobby, the ‘selftraining’ aspect is all about systems integration – playing with data modes, WSPR,
APRS and more to achieve particular ends, whether it’s in emergency or other
community support communications, satellite operations or whatever. Thankfully,
there is room for all.
See you at Loughborough!
73 Don G3XTT
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THE CDXC CONVENTION, DINNER & 2020 AGM
THE LINK HOTEL, LOUGHBOROUGH

Saturday 2nd May 2020
 Great central location
 Excellent meeting facilities
 Dedicated room for dinner
with private bar
 Attractive B&B rates

Programme for the Day
 10.30
 11.00
 12.00
 13.30
 13.30
 19.30

Arrival and coffee
CDXC 2020 Annual General Meeting
- followed by trophy presentations
Lunch
Partners’ program
Talks – See Speaker Program
- followed by raffle draw
Dinner

2nd May will see the second combined CDXC AGM and social event at our new
venue which is part of Loughborough University. The Link Hotel is just one mile from
J23 of the M1, three miles from Loughborough railway station and 15 miles from East
Midlands airport.
The location provides first-rate support for our AGM, the afternoon
presentations, evening dinner in our own restaurant space plus a comfortable
bar/lounge all within a 3-star hotel environment.
Our first visit to the Link Hotel showed it to be an ideal location where we could
combine the CDXC AGM with our social event. Forming part of the University, the
Link Hotel’s principal business is the support of gatherings such as ours, so is exactly
what we were looking for.
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The 2019 Convention and AGM
received a big vote of approval from those
that attended, All aspects of the
organisation and hotel facilities gained
high marks on the feedback forms.
In addition, most said that they would
recommend the weekend to others.
On arrival, there will be time for a cup of coffee and greeting old friends before
the AGM kicks off at 11.00. This is the opportunity for you to hear from your
Committee, review the year just past and to raise topics for discussion.
Lunch will not be provided as part of the package as, with a full meal in the
evening, there are likely to be a range of individual preferences. However, there is a
good range of bar snacks and sandwiches available. We are planning to organise
some form of advance booking and payment for these to ease pressure on the staff
when the AGM finishes.
There will be plenty of time for socialising in the bar/lounge before Dinner at
7.30pm. This will be in a private dining room and feature a three course meal with
two options for each course plus a vegetarian option.
We hope that many of you will take advantage of the room rates for doubles and
make it a weekend away with your partner. With this in mind, we have arranged a
partner’s program for those
that are not enticed by the
afternoon talks!
Partner’s Program
The Charwood Museum is 20
minutes from the hotel and
is co-located with a tea
room.
We suggest departure from
the hotel at 1.30 and take
shared transport to the
museum in Queens Park.
The museum which is open
until 4.30 contains a range of
exhibits reflecting the history
and life of this area of the
English Midlands.
https://www.facebook.com/Char
nwoodMuseum/
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Costs & Booking
CDXC website booking has been available since 1st December. Please make an
early booking so that we can ensure that the Hotel facilities can support the
numbers. You will be able to make full payment up to two weeks before the event.
Per person rate which includes morning coffee, afternoon refreshments and
evening dinner – advance payment of £42.00; Day visitor - £10. – pay on the day.
There will be no charge for CDXC members attending just for the AGM. Nonmembers are very welcome for the whole event although they will not be able to
vote during the AGM.
Staying overnight?
Full details of the hotel can be found at:
https://www.linkhotelloughborough.co.uk/
Please mention CDXC when booking. If
requested, the event reference is 358795.
Keep up to date with the latest news of the
weekend on the CDXC Website, Facebook
and the Reflector

Notice of CDXC 2020 AGM
Notice is hereby given of the CDXC 2020 AGM to be held at 11.00am on 2nd May 2020 at
The Link Hotel, Ashby Road, Loughborough, Leicestershire, LE1 4EX.
Everyone is welcome but only members are permitted to vote on motions.
2020 CDXC AGM Agenda
1. Apologies for Absence
2. Minutes of the 2019 AGM
3. Matters arising
4. Chairman’s Report
5. Secretary’s Report
6. Treasurer’s Report
7. Election of New Committee
8. Election of Auditor
9. Any Other Business

Minutes of the 2019 AGM can be found in the September 2019 CDXC Digest
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CLUB LOG UPDATE
MICHAEL WELLS, G7VJR
At the end of 2019, along with other foundations, CDXC
helped me buy new equipment for Club Log. In the end,
around £10,500 was spent (about $13,500). Well, it's now
been 90 days since the new Club Log server hardware was powered up and put
online in the data centre. I just wanted to report to you and CDXC's members on how
it's going.
Firstly, everything is very stable. This is important. I have yet to reboot, which although not unexpected - is a very nice sign of stability in the equipment. Secondly,
the performance of the storage and memory upgrades make some tasks (ones that
were starting to struggle before) a much less stressful affair. This is thanks to the
extraordinary throughput and capability of the new components. Performance leaps
delivered by the upgrade have helped me make it normal, for example, for there
never to be an upload queue (even after major contests) and of course to easily cope
with the popularity of the Live Streams feature. While operating ZC4UW, I witnessed
a time when 800 people were watching each QSO on the Club Log Live Stream, but
when I looked into the load on the servers, I was pleasantly surprised. Not only can
Club Log cope with this, but it could probably cope with twenty times more. This is a
tremendous result.
I'd also like to mention that I have made good use of the previous equipment. The
old server is alive and well, and has been moved into its standby role where it
replicates everything the primary server is doing and keeps a perfectly synchronised
copy of the main database. It's in a physically different data centre, too. This means
that at short notice, I could (if needed) transfer all traffic over from the main server,
with minimal disruption. Getting this to work was not too difficult, but I hope that I
will never need to use it in anger.
To make the most of the spare capacity on the secondary server (and bearing in
mind that it still uses loads of electricity, cooling etc. as it used to) I decided to donate
50% of the capacity available to Pete, 2M0SQL, to support him in his wonderful Cloud
Log project. This means Pete can start to offer Cloud Log as a free service, much in
the same way I started Club Log, and enjoy being free of the overheads of managing
small subscription dues each month. It feels like a good way to make use of this spare
capacity. I would like to recommend Cloud Log as a very capable alternative to
running logging software on your own computer, too. Just head to
www.cloudlog.co.uk , in the next few months, to take a look at the latest
developments. Of course, it integrates with Club Log, as you'd expect!
So, it's all good news and glowing reports to present to you. Thanks again to
CDXC. Based on the first three months of service, everything went exactly to plan.
The new hardware is all I could have hoped for, and with your support I did not have
to worry about how to make this possible. Many thanks again!
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VUP7RI – LAKSHADWEEP DXPEDITION, OCTOBER, 2019
BY SHABU RAMAKRISHNAN, M∅KRI
I really enjoy remote portable operating and,
having spent a couple of weeks operating
holiday-style down in Burundi as 9U4RI, in 2019, I
thought that I would like to go somewhere a bit
more exotic. However, there were many
considerations; where to go that was fairly high
on the DX wanted list, when to go, with whom.
what equipment to take, which antennas to use
and the logistics of travelling to the remote site,
to name the key ones.
The germ of this idea was born in my mind
during April 2019. Being originally from India, it
made some sense to look at some rare, but
familiar, locations around the Indian subcontinent, such as islands in the Arabian Sea or
Indian Ocean.
The choice of location was Agatti Island in
Lakshadweep (VU7), one of an inhabited group of
36 atolls and coral reefs off the coast of Kerala,
India. VU7 was number 55 on the Club Log’s
“Most Wanted List”. This location met most of
the above criteria.
The Team
Having chosen my destination, I shared my VU7 enthusiasm with my old-time
home QTH friend Sree, VU2OB, works for a national newspaper in Delhi. He seemed
very keen on the idea but was uncertain if he would be able to join me for the two
weeks because of his work commitments. However, he was very willing to help
procure the VU7 licence and provide moral support. We really needed at least three
persons in the VU7 team, so I asked my childhood friend Samson, VU3XTG. Sam was
quite excited about the prospect of working a pile-up of stations from a remote
island and made movements to help me procure local assistance on the island in
terms of accommodation.
Unfortunately, owing to unforeseen personal circumstances Sam was unable to
join the team for the DXpedition. So, we invited Ashraf, VU3MTY from Calicut, who is
a close friend of Sree. He is a passionate amateur radio operator and goes beyond
the hobby, actively participating in disaster relief projects on an ongoing basis. So, he
was an ideal candidate for the team. None of the team had any real “DXpedition”
experience but they did have enough operating skills to form a good team. So, the
team consisted of Sree, VU2OB, Ashraf, VU3MTY and me, Shabu, M0KRI (ex VU2CAC).
We had decided that October was a good month to go for several reasons, not
least of which was that it coincided with the half term school holidays here in the UK,
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but also, the monsoons would be over and we would be able to enjoy blue skies all
day (ideally), plus, we would expect HF propagation to be good.
The Licence
This is not just a matter of buying an airline ticket and travelling to Lakshadweep
and operating. To secure a licence to operate from VU7, you need to obtain a “Notice
of Variation” from the Ministry of Communications in Delhi, the Capital city.
Secondly, even an Indian citizen needs permission and sponsorship to visit the island.
This permission must be granted from Delhi. There are no regional or state level
centres who would grant this, so getting there and operating in VU7 is a long process.
Samson, VU3XTG finally made a contact on Kavaratti Island who offered to help us
and arrange accommodation and the local logistical support. However, we needed
that contact to sponsor us and, in order to do this, he needed to regularly
communicate with the officials. The sponsorship did not seem to be forthcoming; the
contact person simply said, “You will get the help when you arrive.” In other words,
we needed to have official permission to go there and to have arrived before we
would receive local assistance. At this point, Sree, VU2OB, said it would help our
cause to have the Member of Parliament for Lakshadweep sponsor us for “entry on
to the island”. At this time,
elections were taking place in
India and we needed to wait to
see who we could approach to
request the sponsorship.
Finally, the Honourable
Member of Parliament, Mr P.P.
Mohammad Faizal, helped us
with this aspect. Sree was
already in Delhi and was able
to obtain the temporary
licence to operate as VU7RI
from the Ministry of
Communications. So, it all
Sree – VU2OB, Shabu – M0KRI, Ashraf – VU3MTY
came together nicely in the
end.
Equipment & Antennas
After the experience from my previous solo DXpedition to Burundi earlier in 2019,
I had realised that it was important to carry an HF amplifier when visiting exotic
places like VU7. If I were to make the most of the rare callsign, it was important that
my signal should be heard using directional antennas and the legal power limit.
Naturally, there were weight considerations, especially as the small aircraft taking us
from Kochi to Agatti Island in Lakshadweep would only allow 15kg maximum weight
of luggage per passenger and it was unclear whether we would be allowed to exceed
this limit because of safety constraints. Therefore, large commercial HF amplifiers
were out of the question. Fortunately, my good friend Fred, G3SVK kindly agreed to
loan me his Expert 1.3 FA amplifier, which is considerably lighter than most other
commercial HF amplifiers. We also decided to take a Kenwood TS-480 SAT, Icom
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IC706 MK2G, Yaesu FT-857D and a Furuno HF amplifier. We also carried a DX
Commander and a G3TXQ Hexbeam as well as other off-centre-fed dipoles for FT8
low power digital operation, inverted Vee dipoles for 80/160M. Between us, Sree and
I carried more than 60kg of equipment. So, after some careful negotiation, additional
permission and the payment of 9 US dollars per additional kilogram, we were allowed
to take the extra baggage. This was in addition to the extra baggage fees I had
already paid Gulf Airways for the flight from London to Kochi and return. A 100kg
worth of accessories were co-ordinated by Ashraf, VU3MTY and sent using the cargo
section of a passenger ship from Calicut in India a week or so prior to our travel.
These accessories included all sorts of tools, earthing spikes, wires, cables, etc. that
were too heavy to hand-carry on the aircraft.
Forward Planning
It was important that all the equipment should be tested prior to departure
because once we were on the island there would be nowhere to buy additional
cables, plugs or sockets etc. An inventory was constructed to ensure that we took
everything we needed at the remote site. Laptops with logging software were a main
priority along with power supplies and leads. We carried out some last-minute
testing to ensure that the main rig would key the amplifier correctly through the CAT
and ALC leads. This initially caused a bit of a headache as the CAT lead didn’t key up
the amplifier. Using a different lead cleared the problem, Phew!
We had set up a website giving full details of the DXpedition (www.VU7RI.com).
This included a schedule setting out when we intended to be active on the various
bands including CW, SSB and FT8. This schedule was designed to be flexible to
accommodate local band conditions.
We were aware that there was no internet connection on the island, so uploading
logs would be difficult. I was able to send texts from my cell phone and I was able to
keep in contact with the outside world which proved to be very helpful at certain
times throughout the DXpedition. My mobile bill increased by £150 that month to
cover the cost of these texts.
Travel and Accommodation
The hotel owner is a well-educated guy. He has a “Master’s Degree” in physics
from Kerala University but had decided to help his father running the family business
rather than taking up a career in physics.
Sawad, the caretaker, a friendly but sharp guy, referred the Special Branch police
to me as they were a little suspicious about the 6m wide Hexbeam we had erected at
the beach. I had to politely explain that this was only a hobby and nothing concerning
security. I explained this very innocently and the policemen went away.
Our housemaids at the hotel were two girls who did all the cooking for us. The
local people on Lakshadweep are very friendly, loving and caring. The local industry is
mainly coconut processing and fishing. There are plenty of coconut trees on the
island. Tourism is another form of income and local beach huts have been erected to
take tourists. Some of our local neighbours prepared snacks at their home and
brought them to us. We even had a visit from the local policeman who has an
interest in radio communication.
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On 29th October we were able to give a radio presentation and demonstration to
a group of 40 students and staff at the government-run high school. The idea was
that we would introduce them to amateur radio in the hope that some might become
amateur radio operators someday. The demonstration and presentation were well
received by the staff and students and their appreciation was very evident. Thanks to
Wilfred Master.
Radio Operation
As we were very tired after our long
journeys, we decided that we would just erect
a simple “off centre fed Dipole” antenna and
make a start using FT8. We accomplished this
in less than half an hour and we were “on the
air” using the normal FT8 mode as I had only
had a few weeks experience using FT8. After
some excellent tuition from various articles, I
soon got to grips with FT8 using DXpedition
mode. I thoroughly enjoyed working more
than a thousand stations in the first couple of
days, at least until the clock on the laptop went of sync. This was a real challenge as
we had to guess the accurate time in seconds and tweak the FT8 settings to bring it
back in sync.
On the second day, we decided to erect the DX Commander multi-band vertical
antenna that we had brought with us. The wind was quite strong, so we tied this to
one of the nearby coconut trees. This worked OK although the top was swaying
about causing the VSWR to fluctuate which affected the amplifier; mostly this worked
OK. We could hear absolutely nothing on the bands between 9am (local time) till
1pm every day. 15m started to open between 2pm and 6pm allowing us to use either
CW or FT8 during this time. 20m
started to open between 6pm till
10pm. So, there was not a very large
operating window. We used SSB and
some CW during this opening. 40m
would be open from 2am till 7am
allowing us to work some CW and SSB.
Between 7am and 9am we could only
work mainland India on SSB. We
managed some 80m during the night. I
was mainly operating on CW and FT8
keeping the bands busy as much as we
could, while Sree was operating mainly
Erecting the DX Commander vertical
SSB.
On our first excursion onto 40m CW, there was a very strong station pirating our
callsign. It is likely he has been transmitting from the Indian mainland as his signal
was very strong. He was working a pile-up of stations. I sent a text message to Fred,
G3SVK, back in the UK, asking that he put the information on the DX cluster to alert
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stations that our callsign was being pirated. Fred did this straightaway and very soon
the pirate stopped transmitting and I was able to resume my operation. From then
on, we were able to keep to the schedule that we had advertised on our website.
Difficulties and Challenges
Our first obstacle was the fact that there was no internet coverage where we
were based. The island does have internet at about 64kbps speed but not on every
part of the island. So, using data modes was out of the question and none of our cell
phones could connect to the internet either. Fortunately, I was able to send SMS
spasmodically. I had to cycle to the local teacher’s home on most evenings at 9pm to
time-sync the laptop with his internet connection; this was very time-consuming.
We also had to rise to another challenge: There is a seasonal rainfall during the
month of October, which is usually “fairly light” and not as strong as the Monsoon
during June and July. However, the “Thula Varsham”, as it is called, was very different
this year. The first cyclone to come, called “Kyarr”, hit part of our island. This caused
the antenna to sway wildly in the wind affecting our VSWR badly. Since we had no
external antenna tuner it meant that we were unable to use the HF amplifier for
several hours, so we had to resort to using QRP which meant that we could only work
Europe on SSB. We were unable to do this for too long and so, our operation was
limited to very low QRP and thus only FT8. Our other fear was that the high winds
would blow down the coconut tree anchoring our vertical antenna.
The electricity supply was
provided by the local electricity
generator which runs on
kerosene. The Indian
Government must spend
thousands of dollars per day to
provide the kerosene so that the
island has electricity. The power
regulation was also quite poor,
so we were restricted to only
400 watts RF power before the
voltage dropped and the lights
would flicker in sympathy with
the CW keying. Fortunately, we
were the only tenants in the
hotel, so this was not too much of a problem. On a positive note, we did not have to
contend with local man-made noise problems and the band noise was relatively low.
Then, eight days into the operation, “Cyclone Maha” hit and was targeting
Lakshadweep Island. We had early warnings of its approach. Winds were gusting up
to 100mph which was quite frightening. Some of the plastic tables and chairs were
blown hundreds of meters away from their position. We wanted to erect the
“Hexbeam” but, while I was studying the construction details, the papers were blown
nearly 200 metres away and I had to run after them before they reached the ocean;
the island is only 200 meters wide where we were staying. Eventually we erected the
Hexbeam and, in between cyclones, we were able to boost our QSO score a little.
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Looking at the logs, we made a total of 1555 QSOs on FT8 and 1842 QSOs on SSB
and CW giving a grand total of 3397 QSOS. This does not sound too impressive out of
context but the two cyclones and time-sync issues on the laptop did have a huge
impact on the total number of QSOs. However, it served as a wonderful experience
and a steep learning curve for next time - when we hope to return to the island for a
second DXpedition!
In Conclusion
Further drama was to unfold as we made our way home. The weather changed
quickly, and we were faced with more heavy wind and rain. We were taken half-way
across the runway in order to board the aircraft but, before we were allowed to
board, the captain told us that there would be a delay. He explained, he was carefully
monitoring the weight and would let us know how this would affect the flight. He
decided that there was too much weight so some passengers would not be able to
board this plane and would have to wait until the next day. We needed to be on that
flight as I had pre-booked a connecting flight for my return to London. Fortunately,
we were classified as a “research team” and, wearing yellow T-shirts, looked more
official than the other holiday passengers, so were allowed to go on that flight, but
one of my main bags containing all the radios was taken off the plane because of the
weight restrictions. I had to wait till a flight was available from the Island to return
this important bag. All three of us were on that plane on the first leg of our journey
home looking forward to reunions with our respective families and a sense of
comfort and calmness finally returned.
I believe that we fulfilled our “Mission Statement” which was “to make as many
QSOs as possible on all three modes”, at least we did so to the best of our ability in
the face of adversity. Through those experiences we have learnt how we should do
things very differently and better on our next visit. We will also benefit in future from
the useful friendships that we had made there, and these will also help us to achieve
our goals in the future.
Once home, all that remained was the task of QSLing to be completed. This aspect
is very important to me. I was particularly proud of one photograph that I had taken
on the island; it shows a group of local coconut climbers cycling along a road carrying
the branches of a tree back to their home. This picture gives a more human
perspective to the QSL card. Fred, G3SVK kindly offered to print the labels to stick on
the reverse side of the QSL cards which has proven to be a huge labour saver. QSL
cards have now been printed and all the direct and OQRS cards have been
despatched. We now just wait for the batches of cards to arrive from the bureau.
My sincere gratitude to all those kind people and organisations that supported
our DXpedition, both financially and through the loan of equipment etc. I am
indebted to them. INDEXA, NCDXF, SWODXA, GMDX Group Scotland, Twin City DX
Association, OKDX Association, North East Wisconsin DX Association and the many
individual sponsors. Also, thanks to Callum’s DXCommander and Anthony’s G3TXQ
Hex Beam for their antennas at reduced tariff, Angelo, M0OJD for QSL Card design &
Printing and to Fred Curtis, G3SVK for the loan of his Expert 1.3 FA HF linear amplifier.
Thanks to you all for the QSOs.
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R26RRC - PARAMUSHIR ISLAND, AS-204
VASILY V. PINCHUK (R7AL)

“The world is a book
And those who do not travel
Read only one page”

AS-204 (Kurilskiye Islands North) – newly
announced IOTA group, which was formed by
splitting the entire Kuril ridge (IOTA: AS-025)
into two parts. Northern Kurils consist of
almost two dozen islands. Paramushir is the
largest and only inhabited of all.

St. Augustine

Originally our expedition to AS-204 was
planned for the first part of May, but due to a
number of reasons, the trip was postponed to
early June. Amongst other things, it helped us to optimize logistics and go to AS205NEW immediately after returning from Paramushir.
The most economical way to reach the island was by taking the ship “Gipanis”,
which brings cargo and passengers from Petropavlovsk-Kamchatskiy to Severo-Kurilsk
town, the only settlement on the island.
We formed the team, consisting of three operators: Vlad RK8A, Igor UA3EDQ and
me, Vasily R7AL. Albert UB9WLJ, the grandson of RK8A, also entered the expedition
team. Albert is 11 and he is newbie in HAM radio, but already has an expeditionary
experience – he was member of R24RRC (AS-044) in 2017.
Vlad RK8A was on Paramushir Island three years ago and made 500+ QSOs as
UE23RRC/P. It was a wonderful experience and we had some useful information
about the island. First of all, Vlad was faced with a huge S 9+ QRM from an AM
Broadcast station, which is located just in the centre of Severo-Kurilsk so we needed
to find a place for the radio camp somewhere outside of the town. The landscape is
very hilly and we had to choose a good position with a clear take-off in the most
important directions.
We flew to PetropavlovskKamchatskiy on May 30 and the
ship to the island was scheduled a
day later. We had some concerns
as the weather was bad with wind
and incessant rain, but they did not
materialize and after the 24-hour
trip in a rough sea we finally
reached Paramushir Island.

50N

Paramushir
155E

Kuril Islands

The island met us with heavy
rain and cold wind. The weather
forecast promised rains for all coming week. We were prepared for the portable
operation and had tents, sleeping bags and other touristic equipment with us, but it
was problematic in such conditions. We went to the settlement to find a local helper
who could find a good place and work for us as a taxi.
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Finally two hours later we were lucky to find the local, who owned an old wooden
hut about one mile away from the town, not so far from the shore. The owner agreed
to rent for the reasonable price.

Paramushir Island as viewed from the sea

Main Street of Severo-Kurilsk town.

Our QTH consisted of two rooms and a small kitchen. Everything inside the hut
was really decrepit and dusty, with the strong smell of damp, but anyway it was
much better than tents in such a rainy weather conditions. The owner helped us to
get all our gear inside and got the wood stove going.
Having a quick snack, we immediately started setting up the stations and
antennas. There was plenty of space around our hut, so we placed the antennas at a
sufficient distance from each other to avoid of possible interference from one station
to another. The antennas were 2-element Vertical Dipole Arrays for 20 and 17m,
quarter-wave Vertical for 30m and a W3DZZ for 30/40/80m.
After the quick check we found that the AM broadcast station was making lots of
QRM in some parts of 20m above the CW sub-band and also on 40m – all other
frequencies were more or less clear.

Igor and Vlad busy with antennas

Our QTH with installed antennas

Our first QSO from AS-204NEW was made on 1st of June at 0126 UTC on 17m
with the Russian station RW0LT. A few hours later, after all the work has been done,
we had two stations running at the same time, equipped with 600w each.
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Of course, the most common
band was 20m with some short
openings on 30 and 17m. Due
to bad solar conditions, we
experienced some difficulty in
working distant regions, such as
East Coast of NA and Western
Europe. During the first days of
our expedition we learned all
the short openings in these
directions and always turned
the antennas.
We did our best but were
not completely satisfied with
Vasily R7AL at the key
the result, that’s why we
decided to run FT8 mode to give more chances for “low pistols”. It allowed us to log
many more unique stations
and make them happy with
the ATNi.
One week on Paramushir
Island passed very quickly.
The ship schedule was not
clear so we were keeping one
station running until the last
minute. R26RRC finished the
operation on June 8th at 0655
UTC with the final result
6500+ QSOs.
On behalf of all team
members of R26RRC, I express
my gratitude to Foundations,
Clubs and all individual Donors
for Support!!

R26RRC team onboard “Gipanis” (L-R: Igor UA3EDQ,
Vasily R7AL, Albert UB9WLJ, Vlad RK8A)
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T30GC DXPEDITION 2019
STAN, VATEV, LZ1GC
Planning a DXpedition
The decision to activate Western
Kiribati (T30) was taken by me at the
end of January 2019. Initially, I had
plans to activate two destinations in
the Pacific, namely the North Cook
Islands - E51 / N, as E51GC and
Western Kiribati - T30, as T30GC, but
due to urgent job commitments the
Northern Cook (E51 / N) option
dropped from my plans.
The Republic of Kiribati is located in the
central Pacific Ocean, with a population
of 110,000, comprising many islands located North and South of the Equator.
The main island groups of the Kiribati Republic are the Phoenix Islands, including
Kanton Island and several smaller islands. This group of islands is known to the radio
amateur community as Central Kiribati (T31). To the east of the Phoenix Island group
is the Kiritimati Island, also called Christmas Island, which together with several other
islands form the so-called Eastern Kiribati (T32), known as the Line Islands.
Western Kiribati (T30), also known as the Gilbert Islands, includes the islands (atolls) Abaiang, Tarawa and Tabiteuea. The westernmost island of the Kiribati Republic is
the Banaba Island, known among radio amateurs as T33.
From February until the middle of March 2019, I did a lot of research on the
internet and made e-mail contacts with Rolf (DL7VEE) and Tony, 3D2AG to gather
enough first-hand information for Western Kiribati, to be familiar when preparing
this expedition. Both were already active from Western Kiribati - Rolf (DL7VEE) as a
team member of the T30D in 2014 and Antoine (3D2AG) in 2016 as the T30AR. The
information I received from them helped me a lot in the preparation of the T30GC
DXpedition 2019.
The first thing I did when starting the preparation of this expedition was to
develop the itinerary and, according to it, to specify the period during which this
expedition would take place - between 2nd October and 27th October 2019. In
February 2019, I quickly requested and obtained my licence - T30GC. At the end of
the same month I had already booked accommodation at Dreamers Guesthouse,
Ambo, Tarawa atoll, the Western Kiribati.
In middle of March 2019, I purchased the necessary airline tickets for this
expedition. The route that, I had specified involved four legs- Sofia (Bulgaria) - Paris,
France - Seoul, South Korea - Nandi, Fiji Republic - Bonriki, Western Kiribati. I
planned a three-day stay in Fiji due to the lack of an earlier flight for the last part of
the trip - from Fiji to Kiribati.
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At that time, after e-mails and telephone contacts with me, Mitko, LZ3NY and
Karel, OK2WM, also joined the DXpedition. Whenever I organize DXpeditions, I
prefer to do things on my own so I know everything is done right. I have to tell you
that there was really no particular desire on the part of the other team members to
do anything about the organization of the expedition. So, in practice, the whole
organization of the T30GC DXpedition was made by me - as immodest as it sounds!
Licences, planning the travel and looking for support
Getting a T30GC licence, booking the accommodation on Tarawa Atoll and
purchasing airline travel tickets were just a small part of the organization of this
expedition! As an organizer, I had to anticipate many things that could have
happened to us during the trip and the radio amateur activity from Tarawa. An
important part of organizing of the expedition was to provide sponsors to support
and help us!
Those who have already made radio amateur expeditions to the Pacific are
aware of the high cost of excess luggage, as well as the many other payments that
need to be made during the expedition. Activating all of the HF bands and activating
multiple stations is unthinkable without extra luggage, including antenna masts and
other antennas and technical equipment. In many cases, excess baggage payments
exceed $2,000 -2500 USD.
I had sent requests for financial support to about 30 Amateur Radio Clubs,
Associations and Foundations all over the world. I am grateful to all who have
supported and helped us, depending on their capabilities! I was impressed by the
support, which I receive from Spiderbeam Ltd, Germany and ACOM Ltd Bulgaria in
the form of antenna masts and equipment needed for the antennas and technical
equipment for all the expeditions organized by me so far. I turn to these corporative
sponsors because I know that what they provide me is reliable and secure!
I have already mentioned that as the organizer of the expedition I was obliged to
anticipate everything, starting with ensuring safe and hassle-free travel, ensuring
good working conditions on the air from the chosen destination, as well as successful
and safe return of the expedition members after the end of activity. To accomplish all
this and to make the expedition a success, I made several contacts with my great
friend Aves Kang (DS2AGH), who is committed to providing our team with everything
needed during our stay in Seoul, South Korea. The success of any expedition depends
on logistics and good logistics is a guarantee for the success of any expedition!
On the way to Tarawa, we had a three-day stay in Fiji. I contacted Tony (3D2AG)
via e-mail and together we decided to pay him a visit at his home in Suvai on 5th
October. The following two days, I planned for us to stay at the "Down town" Hotel in
Nadi, before our Flight to Tarawa 7th October.
An important step in organizing the expedition, though from a distance, was to
provide a good generator for electricity. I had prior information about power failures
and frequent power cuts in Kiribati and without reliable power supply the expedition
would not have been successful! Although at a distance, this issue was resolved
relatively quickly. A Honda-3 generator was provided, which was available at our
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booked accommodation place and which we could use, when needed, during T30GC
activity.
The time from April to middle of September went into preparing and testing the
technical equipment that would be used. During this time, hundreds of metres of
wire (about 1000 metres) passed through my hands. In addition to two vertical
antennas for 160, 80 & 40m and the multi-band GP antenna (from 40 -10 m), during
this period I also prepared and tested mono-band vertical antennas for
40/30/20/17m, which we could also use during our expedition. All antennas were
equipped with radials, tensioners and tuning boxes. I also prepared backup radials so
that we were 100% secure with regard to antenna equipment. During this period I
also prepared about 200m of coaxial cable - at different lengths.
In mid-September, I had a clear vision of how much our luggage was and how it
would be distributed between the three of us from the expedition team. While
preparing and testing the antennas, I was greatly assisted by Val (LZ1WX) for which I
am extremely grateful!
At the end of June 2019, I was unpleasantly surprised to hear from Korean Air
that our flight from Seoul to Fiji was cancelled. It was really not only an unpleasant
surprise, but also a big problem - an itinerary already prepared, tickets purchased and
one part of our trip missing! I reacted quickly and changed the route from Seoul to
Sydney and then from Sydney to Fiji. So our flights increased by one in both
directions! Still, it was a better option than working out a new itinerary and buying
tickets again!
In this situation during our return trip from Western Kiribati to Sydney we would
have a scheduled ten hour stay before our flight back to Europe. I figured it wouldn't
be a good idea to spend that time at Airport
or around the airport in anticipation of our
next flight. After the end of the expedition
and after two flights had already been
completed, we would be very tired!
Committed to my permanent job in
Bulgaria and working on the preparation of
the expedition, the time from March to the
end of September passed very quickly.
Departure at long last

Stan (LZ1GC) with the luggage
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It’s early morning - 5:30 on 2nd October
2019. I and Mitko (LZ3NY) were at Sofia
Airport - Terminal 2. Since our luggage
(about 100 kg) could not be transported in
one car - our helpers are Anna - the Chief of
LZ1KDP and Ivan Kotev (LZ1IK), a good friend
of us and our supporter, each with his car.
After the usual procedures during our check
in at Sofia Airport and after a three hour
flight with Bulgaria Air, we arrived at

International Airport (CDG) in Paris.
There, at the Paris International Airport, we had an appointment with Karel
(OK2WM) who had to arrive by flight from Vienna to Paris to continue our journey
together to Tarawa, Western Kiribati.
We met Karel as planned at the CDG in France and the three of us continued our
journey with Korean Air (flight KE 902) at 21:00 on October 2nd.
The next day our Korean Air Airbus A380-800 landed Incheon Airport, Seoul Our
next flight from Seoul to Sydney, was in three and a half hours’ time. I had an
appointment with Aves Kang (DS2AGH), who had agreed to bring me the ACOM 700
linear amplifier to the airport, which I had left with him the previous year after
5W0GC & YJ0GC DXpedition.
The meeting took place. Aves Kang was waiting for me at the exit of the "arriving
passengers" sector. A hearty handshake and a brief conversation followed, since
there wasn't much time until the next flight. I want to tell you that I feel this person
as my brother. Every year he does so much for me and others who are on the
expedition team and travel with me. He greets us, sends us off, provides us with
lodging, and despite his many business commitments, he devotes so much time to us
during our stay in South Korea for it to pass unnoticed and quickly. After meeting
with Aves, our "hand luggage" increased by another 15 kg - I mean the ACOM 700
power amplifier.
Our journey from Seoul, South Korea to Sydney lasted almost twelve hours, but
it went unnoticed for us. We had a six hour stay in Sydney until the next flight, but
this worked out well as we needed to take a walk after two twelve hour flights and
before out four hour flight to Fiji.
During our stopover in Fiji we
spent some unforgettable hours
at Tony's home, 3D2AG. Tony is a
wonderful person and a very
good radio amateurs. I have
known him personally since 2019,
but in previous years we have
contacted him by phone and email. Writing this article now, I
think of the tragedy that struck
him, when he lost his elder son in
January 2020 ... I still can't believe
this has happened! I remember
The T30GC team at Tony’s (3D2AG) home
playing football with his two sons
when we visited Tony on October 5, 2019. I hope, Tony can overcome this huge loss!
I pray for him and his boy!
Arrival in Kiribati
On October 7th, after a three hour flight from Nadi, Fiji to Bonriki, Kiribati, we
arrived at Bonriki Airport, Tarawa Atoll, Western Kiribati. It turned out that the
people from the guest house where we had reservation, had forgotten to wait for us
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at the airport and to transport us to our accommodation! With the help of an
employee from the airport, the owner of the guest house was informed of the
problem and after an hour they came and drove us to Dreamers Guest House.
We quickly started installing the equipment, creating three different operating
positions. Karel (OK2WM) quickly installed his Crank IR vertical antenna for 40 - 10m
and started working on 20m, CW using an Elecraft K3 transceiver and linear amplifier
Expert 1.3 K. He started with a good rate and the contacts began to grow fast!
Stan (LZ1GC) and Mitko (LZ3NY) started to prepare the 18m masts for vertical
antennas on 160/80/40m. We had two such antennas but unfortunately we were
unable to install them immediately after our arrival due to the fast approaching
evening. At the same time, it struck me that the coastline is very narrow at the time
of high tide. This was a problem for the installation of our vertical antennas, because
the tuning boxes of these antennas would end up in the water!
The narrow shoreline also proved to be a problem for the installation of my
favourite antenna - the multi-band GP antenna designed to operate from 40 to 10m
including the WARC bands.
On the air

T30GC is on the Air – op.Karel (OK2WM)

Our Crank IR antenna

During the first night of T30GC activity, Karel continued to work at 20 and 40m,
and Mitko and I continued to prepare for the installation of our 160/80/40m vertical
antennas, including mono band verticals for the 30, 20 and 17m. Early in the morning
on October 8th we started to install the two vertical antennas for 160/80/40m. That
way we had the possibility of working during the night of following days on 160 and
80m with two operating positions. The installation and adjustment of these antennas
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took us a long time because we had to lift the tuning devices to these antennas about
80cm from the bottom of the masts. So we solved the problem of rising water levels
at high tide.
The same day, we started on the air with the two additional operating positions
equipped with the Kenwood TS 480 SAT + Linear Amplifier ACOM 1200 S and ICOM
7300, complete with ACOM 700 S.
On the 3rd day of activity, we installed the Array Solution SAL - 30 receiving
antenna for 160/80m and two vertical antennas for 20 and 17m which at high tide
turned out to be literally in the water, but they worked well.
My worries about the island's power supply problems were justified. More than
50% of T30GC activity was with the use of a Honda-3 generator which luckily worked
flawlessly.
Another problem during the expedition was the daily repair of torn radials after
the tides. There were days with high winds during our activity but thanks to
Spiderbeam's resilient and sturdy masts we had no problems with our verticals.
Despite the problems described above, between October 7th and October 23rd,
T30GC was at on the air all times. Recent years have been characterized by minimal
solar activity and lack of any good propagation on the high bands So our focus has
been - more activity on 160/80/40/30/20m, without missing even the small windows
of better propagation on higher bands - 17/12/10m. During this time, we made
20,164 contacts on all HF amateur radio bands - 160 to 10 m, on CW, SSB, RTTY and
FT8 modes.
I want to briefly mention the cooperative attitude of the local people towards us.
We had the full support of the locals we contacted during our stay in Tarawa Atoll.
Whenever we needed anything, we met the support not only of the people at
Dreamers Guest House - Mr. Ata and Mrs. Beta, but also of their neighbours. We did
not have any problems with the locals, although part of the antennas and their
radials, took some place from their yard!
T30GC went in QRT at 0610z on
October 23rd. At the end of the
previous day, we had carefully
dismantled some of the antennas
so that despite our limited time,
we were able to cope with the
preparation of our luggage for our
upcoming trip - our long journey
back to Europe. In Fiji, despite our
short stay, we met up again with
Tony (3D2AG). We gave him an
18m Spiderbeam Fiberglass pole
mast as a gift, which he could use
for his forthcoming expedition to
Rotuma.
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Our return flights took us via Sydney, Seoul, and Paris with us eventually arriving
home on 27th October.
We, the T30GC operators, are very happy to have done our utmost for the
success of this expedition, that we delighted many radio amateurs with a new
country! We are very grateful for the support we received from many individual
sponsors - before and after the expedition! We are extremely grateful for the support
which we have received in carrying out this expedition from all Amateur Radio
Foundations, Associations and Clubs.
In reading this article, we hope that the T30GC DXpedition 2019 will leave good
and lasting memories among the radio amateur community!
Band T30GC
CW Band/Mode
FT8 SSB RTTY
Total Total %
breakdown
160 1778 127 0
0
1905 9.5%
80 1879 0
12 0
1891 9.4%
60 85
14 0
0
99
0.5%
40 1842 752 313 92 2999 14.9%
30 2736 486 0
282 3504 17.4%
20 3252 557 696 557 5062 25.1%
17 1141 772 358 223 2494 12.4%
15 810 656 265 0
1731 8.6%
12 186 219 10 0
415 2.1%
10 3
35 0
0
38
0.2%
Totals 13712 3618 1654 1154 20138

T30GC Continent By Mode
Band SSB CW RTTY FT8 Total Total %
AF 0
17
0
6
23
0.1%
AN 0
0
0
0
0
0.0%
AS 747 5125 744 2228 8844 43.9%
EU 117 4080 127 269 4593 22.8%
NA 530 3777 200 668 5175 25.7%
OC 191 476 54 306 1027 5.1%
SA 69 237 29 141 476 2.4%
Totals 1654 13712 1154 3618 20138

T30GC Continent By Band
Band 160 80 60 40 30 20 17 15 12 10 Total Total %
AF 0
2
0 11 7
2
1
0
0 0 23
0.1%
AN 0
0
0 0
0
0
0
0
0 0 0
0.0%
AS 577 697 6 1148 1299 2222 1495 983 381 36 8844 43.9%
EU 581 597 31 879 1282 1163 30 30 0 0 4593 22.8%
NA 700 516 60 724 729 1286 703 443 14 0 5175 25.7%
OC 42 62 1 160 135 312 177 121 15 2 1027 5.1%
SA 5
17 1 77 52 77 88 154 5 0 476 2.4%
Totals 1905 1891 99 2999 3504 5062 2494 1731 415 38 20138
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DIRTY TRANSMISSIONS OR SPRAYING THE SLURRY
PETER E. CHADWICK G3RZP
Introduction
At the dawn of radio, transmitters were mainly spark, which had a wide
bandwidth. When amateurs had reached the ‘very short waves’ (for the time!) of 200
metres with relatively modest antennas that in many cases looked something like
maybe 10 ohms in series with 250pF, one could expect a signal about 60kHz wide at
3dB and 600kHz wide at 20dB down. After the 1927 International Radio Telegraph
Convention (forerunner of today’s World Radio Conferences) in Washington D.C.,
not only did amateurs get harmonically related bands, but spark was to be phased
out as quickly as possible – no new installations in land or fixed stations after January
1st, 1935, no new installations in ships and aircraft after Jan 1st 1930 unless the input
power to the supply transformer was less than 300 watts, and no spark transmissions
on any frequency as from Jan 1st, 1940 except for ship installations with less than
300w input. This has led to an interesting anomaly in the Radio Regulations even
today: Article 3.15 states “The use of damped wave emissions is forbidden in all
stations” while Article 4.9 states “No provision of these Regulations prevents the use
by a station in distress, or by a station providing assistance to it, of any means of
radio communication at its disposal to attract attention, make known the condition
and location of the station in distress, and obtain or provide assistance.”
As far as UK amateurs were concerned, spark was banned from 1924, while the
use of spark transmitters by U.S. Amateur Radio operators was formally disallowed
by the October 28, 1927 regulations issued by the Department of Commerce, Radio
Division.
There were narrow band transmissions, such as those from the Alexanderson high
frequency alternator or the Poulsen Arc, but they were on much lower frequencies
than those used by amateurs.
Technology advances – Valve Transmitters
The move to valve transmitters led to much
narrower signals. Although a crystal controlled
transmitter was described in QST in 1924, there
were a large number of SEO (Self Excited
Oscillator) transmitters in use during the 1920s.
An example from the 1929 ARRL Handbook is
shown in Fig 1. Although occupying less
bandwidth than spark emissions, they were not
Fig 1
‘clean’ by today’s standards. Keying an oscillator
without ‘chirp’ - a change in frequency as the oscillations build up – and without key
clicks caused by too rapid a rise or fall in amplitude - is not always easy to achieve,
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even when crystal control is used. The power oscillator of Fig 1 even needed very
careful adjustment to avoid frequency changes caused by the antenna swaying in the
wind, while frequency drift as the valve and even other components heated up was
normal. So the typical CW signal might be 1 or 2kHz wide and the telephony signal
some 20 or so kHz at the -20dB points.
Further advances – the spread of crystal control
These problems led to the
majority of amateur HF
transmitters by the early 1930s
being crystal controlled, though
if the oscillator was keyed, chirp
and sometimes slow build up
when the key was closed could
be problematical and was often
related to the crystal. A slightly
earlier approach is shown in Fig2
with doublers on the lower shelf.
Note that there are no safety
precautions here except ‘Don’t
touch’! So a typical amateur HF
CW transmitter of the time
would have a 3.5 or 7 MHz
crystal oscillator, a frequency
doubler stage or even two –
Fig 2. Crystal control on 10 metres – G2OD in 1928
often using a twin triode such as
a 6A6 - and a PA stage. (The
frequency doublers were used because at that time the HF amateur bands were 1.7,
3.5, 7, 14 and 28 MHz, and crystals of fundamental frequency of 14MHz and above
were very expensive and fragile)
Pre WW2, amateur HF telephony was almost 100% amplitude modulated (AM)
double sideband, although there was some experimentation with SSB, following the
publication in R9 magazine by W6DEI of three articles dealing with the subject in
1933 and ‘34. There were about a half dozen US amateurs using SSB on 20 metres in
the 1930s. Over-modulation of the AM transmitters was not uncommon, leading to
interference on adjacent frequencies from what was generally known as ‘splatter’,
especially where ‘speech clipping’ was used to increase the average power by
reducing the peak to average ratio. This could be mitigated to some extent by having
good low pass filtering following the speech clipper. Another problem in the days of
‘free running’ power oscillators was the amount of frequency modulation when AM
was applied, even when buffer stages existed between the modulated final stage and
the oscillator, which led to a ‘broadening’ of the signal.
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Post WW2, HF transmitters were often crystal controlled until about the late
1940s or early 1950s, when VFO control became more popular. WW2 surplus
transmitters such the BC610 (militarized Hallicrafters HT4 amateur transmitter)
provided a choice of four switched bands in the exciter each with its own crystal
frequencies and the RCA ET4336 transmitter had front panel mounted crystal
allowing a quick frequency change or an optional plug in VFO. The number of home
brew VFO controlled transmitters still led to a number of drifting, chirping and even
key ‘clicky’ signals, many of which originated in Eastern Europe, which was partially
caused by difficulties in getting components.
Around the end of the 1940s, the spread of television on the lower VHF Broadcast
allocations led to many problems for amateurs. Some were caused by inadequate
harmonic suppression in the home brew and often largely unshielded transmitters.
But deficiencies in TV receiver design and manufacture were by no means unknown,
including the remarkably stupid practice of having a 3 or 4 MHz wide IF in the
receiver centred on an amateur or HF broadcast band! TV Interference (TVI)
problems led to the disappearance of many amateurs from the air during TV hours,
and as these hours increased, a major change in transmitter design techniques
appeared, such as complete shielding, the use of pi-networks in power amplifier tank
circuits, wide band couplers in multiplier stages and low pass filters in coaxial
transmission lines feeding antennas or antenna tuners and even shielded link
coupling windings in antenna tuners. Some mitigation was obtained by the use of FM
or PM on the HF bands but this did not help reduce problems caused by harmonic
radiation but did with direct demodulation in audio or video stages.
Double sideband amplitude modulated signals were generally produced by
modulating the final amplifier stage, which was usually an efficient stage running in
Class C. This could be high level anode (and screen in tetrodes) modulated or more
rarely, an ‘efficiency’ modulated stage using grid or screen grid modulation. Almost
unknown in amateur practice was the use of low level modulation followed by a
linear amplifier, mainly because amateurs were limited in DC input power to the final
stage. An 813 for example as an AM linear with 150 watts DC input gives 50 watts of
carrier i.e. 200 watts PEP, while in anode and screen modulated service will give 400
watts PEP for 150 watts DC input.
Enter SSB – originally SSBSC (Single Sideband Suppressed Carrier)
By the mid-1950s, the increasing number of amateurs using telephony on the HF
band was leading to interference difficulties, and the ability of SSB to effectively
‘narrow’ telephony signals to an ‘occupied bandwidth’ of about 3kHz plus an
effective increase of power of 4.8dB made the use of SSB attractive. Although the
circuit complexity and requirements were greater than with DSBAM, the reduction in
size, weight and equipment cost that became possible with the elimination of a high
power modulator made the mode increasingly popular.
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There were three basic methods of SSB generation, of which one was a variant of
the other. The two basic ones were the ‘filter method’ and the ‘phasing method. Of
these the phasing method had the advantage of being cheap but lacked long term
stability of sideband suppression and was not as capable as the filter method in
providing a high degree of unwanted sideband suppression. The filter method was
more expensive, although enterprising amateurs built filters on various frequencies
from the few tens of kHz using pot core inductors, through the 400 – 500 kHz range,
using WW2 surplus FT241 crystals and using a variety of crystals up to about 10 MHz
Also popular were professional mechanical filters at 455 and HF filters at various
frequencies.
The ‘Third method’ of SSB generation was quite complicated, involving two
channels with low pass filters and balance modulators within the speech bandwidth.
Although used professionally by one UK manufacturer and only in one model, it never
proved popular, and suffered to some extent from instability of the analogue circuitry
in terms of component drift. Production of SSB by DSP offers many advantages over
the historical approaches. However, once produced SSB requires linear amplification.
Transfer characteristics and distortion

Fig 3. Linear transfer characteristic
and the practical case

Under these circumstances,
applying a signal containing multiple
frequencies and amplitudes will be
distorted. Applying two frequencies
produces a spectrum like Fig 4, with the
added side frequencies, known as
‘Intermodulation Products’. The ‘order’
of these products is the sum of the
coefficients of the two frequencies
involved, so 2f1 – f2 is a 3rd order
product 3f1 - 2f2 is a 5th order product
and so on.
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An ideally linear amplifier will have an
output power directly proportional to the
input power so that if 10 watts input gave
100 watts output, 20 watts would give 200
watts, 40 watts would give 400 and so on.
But there are limits to this when the
amplifier output does not increase in
proportion – and eventually of course, the
output will limit. See Fig3. This situation is
called gain compression, as the apparent
gain has dropped.

Fig 4. The spectrum resulting from applying 2
signals to a non-linear stage

Intermodulation products are formed when the transfer characteristic is not
completely linear - which with active devices, it never is. It can be very good where
techniques such as negative feedback, polar or Cartesian loop, pre-distortion or
suitable DSP feedback techniques are used. Until recently, other than analogue
negative feedback, these techniques had not been widely applied in commercially
available amateur equipment. The problem with intermodulation products is the
effect they have on signals on adjacent frequencies, popularly known as ‘splatter’.
Historically, valve transmitters tended to be better in this respect than solid state
transmitters
For a long time, SSB transmitters have been tested with two non-harmonically
related audio tones fed into the input. The results can vary, depending on the tone
spacing – for example, very narrow tone spacing can produce considerably worse
results because the power supply is ‘modulated’ by the current variation at the
difference frequency of the two tones. A further difference is how the results are
expressed – with IMD referred to the PEP or to the level of each tone. The results
differ by 6dB, appearing better when referred to the PEP, which is 6dB greater than
the power of each tone. ARRL measures IMD with reference to PEP: other
professional standards require measurement with respect to the power of each tone.
As long as the reference is stated – tone or PEP, either is valid. A more useful method
is that used in the 1950s with analogue FDM (Frequency Division Multiplex)
telephone systems where wide band noise with a notch in the middle of the audio
spectrum is used: the level of the noise in the notch at the measurement device gives
a very good measure of the real ‘in service’ IMD. For SDR equipment, it is probably
the only realistic measurement method, especially when measuring receivers.
An analysis of over 150 ARRL product reviews since the early 1970s shows 3rd
order products ranged from 24dB below PEP (FT980) to better than -50dB down for
transmitters using pre-distortion.. It should however be noted that the 7th order
products are of the same order as those of the last generation valve PA equipment.
The last generation of valve transceivers showed up very well in comparison to many
of the early solid state equipment – see Table 1.
Last Generation Valve PA stage IMD
Equipment

Power

3rd order IMD dB 5th order IMD dB 7th order IMD dB

T4XC

200watts input

-36

-43

<-55

TS820

200 watts input

-38

-46

No data

FT101B

180watts input

-35

-33

<-55

FT101ZD

180 watts input

-38

-48

-58

TS830

110 watts input

-33

-52

-65

FT102

150 watts output

-43

-43

-57

Table 1 IMD Performance of the last valve generation
transceivers
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Table 2 shows the IMD performance of a number of early solid state PA stage
transceivers. Note the very good performance of the IC701, which was not
perpetuated in the later models. Note also that ARRL product reviews did not include
9th order IMD products until the mid-1980s.
Early Solid State Transceivers
Year

Model

Power

3rd Order

5th Order

7th Order

9th Order

IMD dB

IMD dB

IMD dB

IMD dB

1979

TR7

100 watts o/p

-34

-35

-39

No data

1979

IC701

200 watts i/p

-46

-48

-56

No data

1979

Swan 100 MX

100 watts o/p

-37

-39

-55

No data

1981

Cubic Astro 102BX 108 watts o/p

-28

-40

-45

No data

1986

IC735

120watts o/p

-33

-39

-42

-47

1996

IC706

120watts o/p

-33

-31

-38

-45

1997

IC756

100watts o/p

-25

-34

-38

-42

Table 2 IMD Performance of early solid state transceivers

It is noticeable that the average IMD is worse for solid state PA stages than for
valved ones, while the higher order products – which cause interference to others
using frequencies with greater separation from the transmission – are very much
higher.
Solid State Transceivers since 2014
Year

Model

3rd Order
IMD dB

5th Order
IMD dB

7th Order
IMD dB

9th Order
IMD dB

200w PEP

-35

-48

-54

-59

Power

2014

Hilberling PT8000

2015

Yaesu FT991

2015

ANAN100D - ON

100w PEP

-52

-54

>-60

>-60

ANAN100D - OFF

100w PEP

-38

-38

-44

-52

2016

Elecraft K3S

100w PEP

-35

-35

-48

-62

2016

Icom 7300

100w PEP

-42

-38

-46

-57

2016

Icom 7851

200w PEP

-36

-52

-49

-61

2017

FLEX 6500

100w PEP

-39

-42

-49

-55

2018

Icom 7610

100w PEP

-41

-37

-46

-61

2018

ANAN8000DLE - ON

200w PEP

-54

-64

-60

-60

ANAN8000DLE - OFF 200w PEP

-30

-38

-47

-54

2019

TS890S

100w PEP

-42

-42

-51

-62

2019

FTDX101D

100w PEP

-42

-41

-48

-58

Table 3 IMD Performance of some solid state transceivers since 2014
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Notes on Results
1. In the case of the ANAN 100D and 8000DLE, ‘ON’ and ‘OFF’ refer to the state of
the ’Pure Signal’ pre-distortion facility
2: The RSGB review of the FTDX101D produced different numbers, generally
worse than the QST review by up to 6dB, and in the case of 160m, only -22dB for the
3rd order
Unfortunately, because different reviewers have different transceivers to test – it
isn’t really practicable to ship the same unit around the world! – unless it is possible
to test a number of units, ideally from different production batches, review figures
are of one equipment, which may or may not be typical. The author has seen a run of
over 100 nominally identical transmitters in which for the same 3rd order IMD
performance, there was a 3dB spread in output power.
The effect of Linear Amplifiers
Transceiver IMD performance is not, however, the whole story, because when a
linear amplifier is added, there can be appreciable modification of the IMD products
in the output of the combination, such as cancellation of some products and
augmentation of others. This can be especially so if there is AM-PM conversion,
caused, for example, by internal capacitance variation with the RF voltage swing.
Other effects from Dirty Transmitters
Where there are a number of stations in close proximity, such as multi-operator
multi-transmitter contest station or a DXpedition, wideband noise from transmitters,
even operating in another frequency band, can be a problem. The architecture of the
modern solid state transceiver tends not to have the multiplicity of tuned circuits that
existed in the majority of the transceivers and transmitters of the valve era, using
instead wideband amplifiers and wide bandwidth bandpass and low pass filters. In
the days of much H/F maritime radiotelephone traffic where full duplex working was
required, some transmitters even had band stop filters for the relevant receive band
and the maximum separation between receive and transmit antennas. However,
filters capable of handling high power are not generally low in price or size. A perhaps
extreme example of separation was seen in the 1936 Cunard White Star Liner, RMS
Queen Mary (GBTT), where the receiver room, completely shielded in copper, was
400 feet from the remotely controlled transmitter room.
Conclusion
It is interesting and encouraging that some of the latest HF transmitting
equipment being offered to the amateur market is showing major improvement in
the cleanliness of the signals. One might say that it is about time. Regrettably,
however, while the effects of interference from other transmitters is likely to reduce
in the future, the interference from the multiplicity of non-compliant digital devices is
unlikely to reduce, especially given the complacent attitude of radio administrations.
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THE CDXC DIGITAL DIARY
ROGER COOKE, G3LDI
South Orkneys VP8PJ
Hopefully it won’t ALL be over by the time you read this, but I had
to mention this expedition for a couple of reasons. One is that it is
fairly rare, and is not likely to be activated for several years after this.
The second is that they aim to use normal radio modes and not devote
all the time to letting computer speak to computer! Of course, this
could all be academic as the expedition finishes on March 5th, but
hopefully there will be enough publicity on the Cluster to enable all of you avid DX
chasers to work them on RTTY at least! .
For the full story, have a read here:

https://sorkney.com/radio-team/

The 9J2LA Team will be active from Zambia, 4 - 15 March 2020.
Team - LA7THA, LB2HG, OE5CWO, OE7PGI, LA7WCA, LA7RRA, LA3BO, LA9KKA,
LA9VPA, LB8DC, LA3MHA, LA8OM, DK6SP, LA7THA, SM6CPY.
Recent DX Spots 9J2LA
They will operate on 160 - 6m, CW, SSB, Digital modes.
Hopefully this will include RTTY. BARTG did make a donation.
RTTY DXCC TABLE - ALL-TIME SCORES
Dave G3SBP emailed me and, as with a lot of people now, has a confirmed RTTY
score, but only a digital worked total. Regarding my persistence with RTTY Dave has
this to say:
Take a look at the 3KHz bands allocated to FT8 on 20/40 most evenings, The
spectrum is jammed packed with signals and at times it’s difficult to find an unused
slot. But most importantly many of the signals are from new callsigns exploring
amateur radio for the first time. They will probably never use RTTY as we know it but
stay with FT8 or other modes that will appear in the future and will all be classed as
Digital. We need these younger/newer amateurs to sustain amateur radio in
general (and of course our CDXC membership) so we have to encourage them. From
FT8 to CW who knows?
This was followed by another e-mail from my old friend Ray W2RS. Ray and I
correspond from time to time mostly regarding CW, but here is what Ray said:
Your column in the latest Digest lists the data-mode country totals of BARTG
members, but it's too bad that they didn't break those totals down into which data
modes they used. That would have yielded interesting information. You can see
already, in the DXpedition articles, the impact that FT8 has already had on their
operation.
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A first input from Andy M0NKR, a very keen Dx-er and friend locally. He has
submitted a RTTY score so he must keep separate records because Andy is also very
active on the JT modes. Anyway he is entered in the table.
NAME / CALL SIGN

WKD

CFMD

NAME / CALL SIGN

WKD

CFMD

HANS

SM6CVX

349

349

MIKE

VP8NO

267

252

STEVE

N3SL

346

346

DAVID

G3YYD

273

250

DICK

PA3FQA

339

339

CHRIS

G8APB

260

250

TONY

IK0OZD

346

337

AL

GW3SFC

240

238

JAN

DJ8NK

337

337

DAVE

G3SBP

287

234

BERNIE

W3UR

336

336

PHIL

G4OBK

263

234

ALEX

YO9HP

332

332

FRANK

G3YQA

243

225

225

216

TOM

GM4FDM

326

324

GERRY

M0VAA/M7V

IAN

G3KZR

323

323

PHIL

ZL3PAH

226

211

LIONEL

G5LP

321

321

JOHN

G7SSE

222

208

RONALD

PA3EWP

314

313

FRED

G3YJQ

231

207

DON

G3XTT

317

311

CHRIS

G1VDP

182

178

ANDY

G3SVD

307

307

GORDON G3PXT

190

162

VILNIS

YL2KF

306

CHRIS/G8APB/M0A

171

159

DAI

MW0CRI

314

304

ANDREW G8GNI

162

158

JOHN

GW4SKA

302

302

KEITH

G6NHU

169

152

NAND

VU2NKS

301

299

ANDY

M0NKR

175

149

PHIL

GU0SUP

298

298

DICK

G3EKJ

169

147

TONY

WA4JQS

289

270

PHIL

M0VSE

131

120

ROGER

G3LDI

284

268

BRIAN

G3VGZ

118

108

RICH

W3ACO

253

253

PETER

G3VPS

216
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Chris – G1VDP, sent me his totals, both RTTY and Digital. Chris has only been on
Data for the last ten years, so his score is quite respectable. He says:
I had a play in the BARTG RTTY sprint, but not much in DX just the odd USA
station.
Last, but by no means least, a long e-mail from Phil GU0SUP. As you all know Phil
is very active, and has worked some nice stuff! His input:
I also got HU1DL on 40m and 30m, for two more new slots. 9Y4DG was an
enjoyable catch on 80m, and after working him, that’s when the JA called me on 80m.
I’m finding not working on a Friday morning can be quite uplifting on 80m, and I have
also been working Stateside on 40m until midday. Being called by a Colorado station
was also quite pleasing, but I’m a long way off WAZ on 40m.
Last year, I did manage a KL7 and a KH6 on 30m FT8. I do wish I could find more
DX on RTTY, but almost all DXPeditions are now using FT8 in fox/hound mode, so you
gotta go where the DX is! I can see that it makes sense for them, as the QSO is timed,
so they can get through a load more contacts, especially when they use multiple
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streams. And they don’t have to suffer the “…my name is, my QTH is, I am running
100W into a small wire in the attic ……” etc.
Of those listed below, I have yet to have hard confirmation (QSL) of VK9NK and
XE1J, plus HU1DL is still going, but all the others have confirmed on LoTW, which is
great. XE1J is a LoTW user, but he is quite old, and I think it has beaten him, so I need
to get a card from him. Now, if only I could get VK9NK on 40/30m and HU1DL on
17m, I would be a happy man. I know that VK9NK has been worked form the UK on
40m, but I think he is no longer on 30m as he changed the antenna for 160m.
John GW4SKA has been busy in RTY contests:
My total currently is 302/302. The year started with SARTG NY contest which we
both like. It went well with fair conditions on 40 and 80, which with the good activity
got me to 30 DXCC and 145 QSOs. It was interesting to get called by Ed P49X on 80M
at 08:44. That’s a crazy time to be awake over there! The results should be out soon
so fingers crossed here.
I don’t like the RTTY Roundup (very unfair times unless you happen to be in the US
of A) so got ready for the BARTG Sprint. It went well here. Nothing stopped working, I
fitted in a four hour break in the early hours and 21MHz even opened a bit for the last
hour. Jim G7C (SOAB) and Rimas LY6A (Expert) were way out in front with a bunch of
maybe 12 other stations a bit behind, all with very similar totals. My QSO total was
~750, 20% up on last year, and multipliers were also slightly up. The main equipment
here hasn’t changed but the way I use the 2nd receiver may have made a difference.
Propagation was very poor on Saturday, with rapid deep QSB on contacts with the
USA. The quick exchange was very welcome as a good signal could go down in the
noise by the time you got a report back. One VK and one ZL popped up on 40 early on
Sunday morning for the all important final continent. The Far East was difficult from
here with only one JA station worked.
Gerry M0VAA, who sometimes works under his alias as M7V (so that’s who you
are!) say she has a battle going on with the planners. No doubt he will be back!
Tom GM4FDM is still stuck on RTTY at 326 worked and 324 confirmed. The bad
boys are T2 and FS7. I have tried umpteen times to get a card. My latest and last
effort was to send them a card and a nice letter along with an SASE with a proper
American stamp on, asking if they didn’t have any cards left, just to annotate my
card and sign it and return it to me but after one month - nothing - so I guess they are
lost forever. Both were USA Operators.
Reminds me of Danny Weil. I used to get MY QSL card returned with a rubber
stamp of confirmation on it! Not exactly what I had hoped for!
That’s about it for updates, RTTY seems to have been neglected completely now,
with the poor propagation and all the activity on the JT modes. It is understandable
of course and there is a lot of activity when a RTTY contest takes place. It is just the
general day-to-day activity that has suffered.
However, we have FOUR new entries this time, and several e-mails so that’s
great! Many thanks for the input fellas, PLEASE keep it coming!
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The e-mails and contents do beg a question however. It looks like there is a need
for a Digital table too. Now, the question is, do I keep the RTTY table, and have a
separate FT8/JT table, or simply combine it all into one DIGITAL table, condoning the
ARRL’s insistence on that very mode? I wanted a RTTY DXCC Certificate, but missed
out on that. That will irritate me for the rest of my life! So, perhaps a few views on
this please? I have retained those emails that do have a digital total.
BARTG Trophy.
I am very pleased to be able to announce that FlexRadio will be sponsoring a
BARTG trophy each year, starting this year. More details will follow, but it might just
encourage a few more to take part in the BARTG contests!
Is it worth trying to push for a RTTY chat day? I well remember the heady days of
the 60s, when looking for new ones on RTTY was the first thing I did when going into
the shack, surrounded by the noise of the teleprinter!
Well, there WAS a Green Keys Day on January 1st.
Green Keys Night
The first-ever Green Keys Night (GKN), was held concurrently with Straight Key
Night on January 1st, 2020. “Greenkeys” is not a reference to eco-friendly operating –
though members certainly are keen on equipment recycling – but rather is a group
dedicated to the restoration and use of vintage mechanical teleprinters and related
equipment. The term “greenkeys” itself refers to the color of the keys on Teletype
machines.
The use of mechanical teleprinters is preferred, or simply get on the air with the
oldest equipment you can scrape together. Real heavy metal Teletypes to be sure,
but if that isn’t available: analog hardware modems, VT100 terminals, pre-Windows
computers, etc. And vacuum tubes. And maybe fire up that boatanchor rig that never
gets enough air time.
Email John Wilson K0IP at wa0ydu@gmail.com to let us know you participated.
There are no points scored, but if you’d like to share with us your favourite or most
interesting QSO (worked or heard), your log, and what equipment you operated with
(including photos), please do.
The Greenkeys online group is an email list devoted to the discussion of older
radio teletype (RTTY) gear including mechanical teleprinters (Teletype, Kleinschmidt,
etc.), terminal units, paper tape, gears, cams, oil, and anything else related to
TTY/RTTY. To join the group, visit
http://mailman.qth.net/mailman/listinfo/greenkeys..
Well, obviously this is now over, but it does sound interesting. It could transport
you right back to the days of NO computers with NO macros, NO 5nn73 QSOs, just
mere polite and interesting conversations.
I don’t suppose there will be anybody with a “real” teleprinter, so most of us
would be using a computer anyway! Still, it could prove interesting.
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Just to remind some of you “newer
fellas”, this is what an RTTY shack used to
look like! It’s from his QSL card and features
JA1DI Isao Yamaguchi, Tokyo, Japan. “Those
were the days my friends!”
This reminds me, I could use some
PICTURES! Come on guys, get that camera
working. We would all love to see your
station.
GB60ATG
Calling all BARTG members! We need more volunteers to take a week using
GB60ATG. You can use any digital mode, so there is no restriction to RTTY.
You can glean more information, including the operator schedule if you take a
look at:
www.bartg.org.uk/wp/gb60atg-schedule/
If you wish to use the call for a week, there are lots of weeks available. The
schedule is managed by John, GW4SKA. Other data modes are being used, including
the JT modes. Logs have to be uploaded to Hamlogs.
There will be special QSL cards, certificates to be gained and so on.
Announcements will be made in various places, including here as the year progresses,
so please let me know what you achieve.
The special call NOV finishes at the end of June, so hopefully some Data ops will
use it.
The JT Modes
I can only “comment” on these modes, because I don’t currently use them at all.
So, I am completely reliant upon INPUT from you. If anybody would like to take over
this part of the column, then please email me!
I still have saved a few JT scores, so shall I start a new (additional) table? It would
be for DIGITAL, an all time table for ANY digital mode? Please let me know what you
would like. If you are sending your scores, please indicate what they are, RTTY or
DIGITAL. Separate them in the email so I can quickly copy and paste.
Dave G3SBP also had this to say about FT8:
I agree with Ray that it would be great if you could expand your RTTY list to
include Digital modes. I spent many hours going through my log manually to see
what my RTTY score was but its not easy as the ARRL (as we all know) has lumped
them all together under Digital so I had to do it manually. For the record I have 234
RTTY and 214 FT8 with a combined total of 287 countries. Not a huge number but
very satisfying to me!
I accept that many members do not like the FT modes but then each to his own. I
can remember thinking I would never move from AM to SSB but what ever you think
we have to move on and use technology to our advantage. How many members still
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use a Teleprinter for RTTY, I would expect almost everyone has moved on to use some
form of digital software to take the place of a Teletype 47 or Creed 54!
Martin G0HDB sent this in:
FT8 musings...
I'm an extremely staunch advocate of the FT/JT weak-signal datamodes, and the
vast majority of my QSOs these days are made using FT8. But I've begun to wonder if
the use of this and the related modes needs to be re-thought...
The original purpose of the JT modes (JT65 etc) and more recently the FT modes
(FT8, FT4) was to enable reliable, minimal QSOs to be completed under extreme weak
signal conditions, when the propagation and other factors wouldn't support the
traditional modes such as CW, SSB, RTTY etc. The JT/FT modes fulfill this purpose
admirably, and I've used especially FT8 to make QSOs that I could never have hoped
to achieve using even CW, given my antenna constraints and my and ever-increasing
local noise floor. However, it has become increasingly apparent that the explosion in
the use of FT8 has resulted in it being used to make QSOs under conditions that would
easily support a CW, SSB or RTTY (or PSK) QSO, so I wonder if some people have
rather lost sight of the raison d'etre for the JT/FT modes.
For example, on 160m at the moment (around 2315z on 2020-Feb-03) there are
numerous FT8 QSOs in progress, the great majority of them being between EU
stations - for example there's an OK working a DL, there's an EI working an IK, there's
a different EI working an MI(!!), and there's an E7 working an SM. In all of these
scenarios the signal reports being exchanged are well above what is generally
deemed to be the limit for CW copy of around -15dB(-ish!), so the propagation would
appear to be capable of supporting CW and perhaps SSB QSOs.
Intermingled with all these 'local' QSOs are a few in-progress QSOs between EU
stations and what I would deem to be DX, for example a G4 has been struggling to
complete a QSO with a W for several minutes and a couple of EU stations have
struggled to complete QSOs with a BA station.
Whilst I personally have no aspiration whatsoever to work yet another EA, I or HA
on FT8 on any band, I have no objection to people using whatever mode they choose
to have QSOs with whomever they want. But I do wonder whether the reasons for the
existence of FT8 etc have been lost sight-of, perhaps in the rush by some individuals to
maximise their numbers of QSOs made and/or to take advantage of FT8's relative
ease-of-use, and whether the time has come to see if a separate 3kHz-wide allocation
could be made available on each band for operators who do want to use the modes to
their full potentials, ie.to make QSOs under real weak-signal conditions. The 6m band
has a 'DX centre of activity' for CW and a 'DX window' for intercontinental SSB and
CW QSOs, and 50323 kHz (rather than 50313 kHz) seems to have become the de-facto
frequency for intercontinental FT8 QSOs, so why not have the same thing on other
bands? It would enable the local traffic to be kept separate from the traffic with DX
stations, hopefully to the benefit of all but certainly to the benefit of those operators
who are trying to exploit the capabilities of the WSJT-X and related software to the
maximum. What do other JT/FT users think? Is there another solution to the
'problem' that I perceive?
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Have a read of this article:
https://tapr.org/pdf/DCC2018-KC5RUO-TheReal-FT8-JT65-JT9=SNR.pdf
It supports the argument that FT8 glistens but is not as gold as is made out. It’s
merely that the party is there and not elsewhere, but it could be!
And finally…
A report from my “not too active” local friend Gordon G3PXT:
I started the year with GB60ATG and managed 1200 QSOs in the log – 150 QSOs
on VHFD with a white stick on FT8.
On the 6th Jan I had 103 DXCC in log and 136 DXCC at the end of the month, all
with wire antennas.
CHOICE DX FT8 unless indicated otherwise
80m: JW4PUA
40m: 9Y4DG, CO8JLG, HB0WR, HC2AO, HI3Y, JA, V31MA, VP5D, VP9GE, YV5JLO,
30m : 3A2MW, BG2AUE,YB
20m: 3B8CW, 4S7NCH, 5T5PA, 9G2HO, A92GE, BD6RN C31MF, C5FUD, E24OYI,
E44RU, HC2AO, HG4GSO, J79WAT, JA, JY5IB, OD5ZZ (FT4), PJ2MAN, PZ5RA (PSK63),
SU1AS, T6AA, TI3RCS, TO7D, TR8CA, VK,VU2EOJ, YB, YI2DYS, ZC4DW (SSB)
17m: DU6/PE1NSQ, VK
Please send reports and pictures to roger@g3ldi.co.uk

IOTA NEWS
ROGER BALISTER, G3KMA
2020 IOTA Honour Roll and Annual Listing
The listings were published on the IOTA website at
https://www.iota-world.org/islands-on-the-air/performancelistings.html on 22 February, the earliest yet. They show continuing
strong support for the programme worldwide. The number of
submissions in the 12 months from February to end-January each
year is continuing to increase, breaking records each year:

Honour Roll
Annual Listing
Total
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2015/6
740

2016/7
763

2017/8
778

2018/9
793

2019/20
806

684

780

836

844

841

1424

1543

1614

1637

1647

Bear in mind that the lists show just those who submitted an application or score
update in the preceding five years. In the case of this year’s listing this is since
February 2015. We believe that this keeps the list vibrant and alive while allowing
those who work to a slower timeframe to re-enter when they wish.
9A2AA, I2YDX and I1JQJ continue to hold the top three positions, highest score
1129, but the competition is closing in. Some 63 participants have scores of at least
1100, up from 45. Who knows when they will be caught? Much depends on a fresh
activation of a very small number of IOTA groups that have seen only one previous
operation some time ago. It will not be any of the groups activated now for the first
time that brings on a change at the top since the 1000 QSO validation requirement
for a new one will generally not make a contact difficult for the top aficionados. The
problem is that almost all of these very rarely activated groups are in areas of the
world where there are serious security, licensing or environmental constraints.
TRENDS
The percentage of credits overall given by QSO matches (Club Log and contest
QSOs) has increased markedly to 67.9%. This leaves some 32.1% of credits confirmed
by QSL cards. Most new applicants submit applications consisting mainly, if not
entirely, of QSO matches. This is of course easier for them as it removes the need for
manual data-entry but it saves their checkpoints time in checking applications. It is
noticeable however that quite a few participants seem personally to prefer to submit
a QSL card even though they can claim a QSO match on Club Log. Maybe a
generational thing! No problem, each to his preference.
While on the subject of QSO matches, I mentioned last time that island activators
wishing to give chasers a new IOTA should upload their logs to Club Log since this
gives them the edge over those who do not in terms of the number of times their
QSOs appear in applications. I can update last time’s figures for new callsigns
appearing in records for full year 2019: 664 compared with 1203, 1009 and 794 in
2016, 2017 and 1018 respectively. This year’s Honour Roll exercise gives further
proof of the trend: 127 new callsigns in January when we had 489 updates compared
with 228 in January 2018 (475 updates) and 206 in January 2019 (487 updates). If the
intention is to activate a moderate rare IOTA for the IOTA chasers, you would be well
advised to upload your log to Club Log post-event to maximise the number of “hits”
by chasers. You will need to say that you allow QSO matching. Most expeditions to
the rarest groups already do so.
Of course, the argument can be made that there has been a declining number of
IOTA groups activated in the last few years. This is probably true, particularly
moderately rare ones, but that cannot be the whole story. A skewing of the applicant
constituency towards high scorers and away from low scorers is undoubtedly an
additional reason since the former’s updates will tend to show the same callsigns for
credit in smaller quantity. Also, compared with earlier years we are seeing contacts
made by data modes featuring much more often – this reduces the number of
callsigns new to the database that used to be a regular feature. Whatever the cause,
it is a trend that needs to be watched and hopefully reversed as activity improves
with better band conditions.
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THANKS
It has been a great personal pleasure to see applications and updates coming
through the system from old friends and new. We owe a particular debt of gratitude
to so many of them who over the years have activated islands for the programme
and then confirmed their contacts with such attractive QSL cards. Too often the latter
are taken for granted and wrongly so. QSL designers, printers and managers, take a
bow.

TIMES PAST
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Hear weak signals clearly with a..
..bhi DSP noise cancelling product!

bhi

ParaPro EQ20 audio DSP range with parametric equalisation
- 20W audio and parametric equalisation on all units
- DSP noise cancelling and Bluetooth versions available
- Simple control of all DSP functions
- Two separate mono inputs or one stereo input
- Use with passive speakers or headphones
- Fine-tune the audio to maximise your enjoyment

- Check out the great review in Dec 2019 QST
- EQ20 £159.95, EQ20B £199.95, EQ20-DSP £259.95, EQ20B-DSP £299.95

Precise audio adjustment to
compensate for hearing loss!
*

High-performance audio processing...
...with first-class DSP noise cancelling...
...for a great listening experience

Dual In-Line

New lower price £179.95

Compact In-Line £179.95
Easy to use
in-line DSP
noise cancelling
unit with
simple rotary
encoder control
of audio and
functions

Fully featured flexible dual channel DSP
noise cancelling unit - 8 Filter levels 9 to
40dB - 3.5mm mono or stereo inputs - Line level
input/output - 7 watts mono speaker output Headphone socket - Suitable for all types of
radio incl’ SDR - Easy to use controls for quick
and easy operation - Enjoy clear intelligble
“noise-free”speech from your radio
- Replacement for bhi NEIM1031 In-Line

- Powerful high-performance audio processor
- Unique DSP noise cancelling technology - Low latency of 32mS
- Remove noise and interference - Hear weak signals clearly
- Rotary encoders perform all functions
- Easy to use with “real time” adjustment
- Use with headphones or a loudspeaker
- 3.5mm line level and speaker level inputs

New NES10-2MK4 £119.95
New
improved
NES10-2MK4
- 5W audio power
and the latest bhi DSP
noise cancelling
(8 to 40dB)
- Up to 65dB tone
reduction - Single
switch filter on top
of speaker for power,
audio and DSP for
ease of use

Check out our new headphones
and extension speakers

DESKTOP £179.95
10W Amplified
DSP noise
cancelling base
station speaker
- Easy to use controls
- 8 DSP filter levels
- “Real time” audio
adjustment
- Suitable for all
radios incl’ SDR
- Headphone socket
- Speaker level and
separate line
level input sockets

EA&O

bhi Ltd, 22 Woolven Close
Burgess Hill, RH15 9RR, UK

Tel: 01444 870333 www.bhi-ltd.com

Martin Lynch & Sons Ltd. The WORLD FAMOUS HAM RADIO STORE

www.HamRadio.co.uk

SAFE ONLINE SHOPPING
E&OE

Wessex House, Drake Avenue, Staines, Middlesex TW18 2AP
E-mail: sales@hamradio.co.uk
Opening Hours: Mon - Fri: 8.30am to 5pm. Sat: 9am to 4.30pm.
International Tel: +44 1932 567 333

0345 2300 599
Introducing the new
Icom IC-705
for the 2020’s

FOLLOW US ON TWITTER AND
FACEBOOK HamRadioUK

IC-202

CW BSaOOturTdaCy AMP
.

21st March 2020

IC-706

◆ Like the Icom 2m only SSB/CW IC-202 of the seventies & the
ground breaking Icom IC-706 all-band multimode of the nineties,
the Japanese manufacturer has introduced another masterpiece.

◆ This new portable HF/6m/4m/2/70cm portable has many incredible features
including an SDR platform, internal battery, GPS, Bluetooth and D-STAR, all in a
compact and lightweight body with a 4.4” colour touch screen display.

Deliveries start April 2020. Have you placed your deposit yet?

Available from Officially the UK’s
Largest Icom Ham Radio Dealer
For more information see www.HamRadio.co.uk/IC705
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